


economic growth, the more usually considered measure of development. 

A dynamic model of the Third World enterprise 

The model was developed from two perspectives: from the analytical 
structures of the managerial theories of the First World firm (Baumol 1962, 
Marris 1964, Koutsoyiannis 1979), and from observations on Third World 
enterprises, particularly Indian urban enterprises in Fiji. In combining 
the tUIO perspectives, the behavioural aspects of these managerial theories 
are abandoned. They are abandoned in favour of more realistic assumptions 
concerning family control and involvement, whilst retaining the analytical 
framework of the managerial theories. The term 'enterprise' is preferred 
to 'firm' given these behavioural assumptions. 

This model of a Third World enterprise is represented as a flow
diagram in Figure 1. This flow- diagram, technically speaking a 
'digraph', represents an explicit mathematical model of the enterprise that 
has been developed elsewhere (Forster 1983). The overall form of the model 
is a relatively simple feedback and feedforward system which can, neverthe
less, generate very different and realistic types of enterprise behaviour 
depending upon the specific quantitative values of the flows. To follow 
the circulation of the flows within the enterprise we start from the left 
hand side of the diagram. On the left hand side are the five production 
inputs, three of which are different types of labour (Inner Family, Outer 
Family and Competitive Labour Market respectively), one of which is Capital, 
and the other of which is the Input Materials that are to be transformed 
into the enterprise's output. The Inner Family is defined as the immediate 
members of the entrepreneurial family(ies) who have some culturally deter
mined entitlement to profits, if not ownership. The Outer Family are 
relatives who have no such claims, but who can claim some preferential 
treatment for employment positions, if not preferential wage levels. 
Certainly such wages could, a priori, be either higher or lower than 
competitive levels outside the enterprise. Labour, Capital, and Input 
Materials are thus transformed, by either labour intensive production 
methods, capital intensive methods, or both, into output and then sold 
(Figure 1). The resulting sales revenues are then used to pay for and to 
replace inputs, the remainder of these revenues constituting the enter
prise's profits for that period (Figure 1). Profits, shown on the extreme 
right of the di~gram, can then be used for savings, consumption or 
increased material inputs. All savings are considered as going towards 
future capital purchases. The feedback links within the enterprise are 
thus completed, and an infinite variety of system behaviour becomes possible, 
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Figure 1: Flows of Labour, Materials and Money within the I nformal Family Enterprise 

such as cycles, explosive growth, decline and oscillations in production, 
labour force components, sales, profits and losses (Baumol 1962). Again , 
it is emphasised that the types of behaviour generated will depend upon 
the specific quantitative values of the links. 

We now turn to the hypothetical life histories of enterprises that 
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can be. replicated by use of the model. The birth of the enterprise is 
particularly important in this respect. Entering the informal sector, the 
enterprise has virtually no capital and its owners virtually zero formal 
business skills; but the enterprise does have immediate problems of main
taining inner family subsistence and, possibly, responsibilities to the 
outer or extended family. Virtually the sale advantage of the enterprise 
is the free labour of the inner family. Input materials, such as leather, 
have to be purchased to be transformed into a saleable product such as 
sandals. Any capital equipment, except the simplest handtools, is too 
expensive at this stage. Thus the enterprise c.an continue to exist only 
if the family can subsist and input materials can be replenished on a 
continuous basis. For the few enterprises that survive the hard initial 
periods no long-term growth is possible. They remain in a precarious steady

state where, in each period, only SUbsistence and input material replenish
ment occurs. These subsistence or near-subsistence enterprises form the 
matrix of intense competition that characterises the whole of the informal 
sector. In addition to these subsistence 'enterprises, there are usually 
larger or more formal competitors whose strategy is to use either efficient 
capital intensive methods of production themselves, or who import overseas 
produced articles from the cheapest possible source. Jhe enterprises we 
now go on to consider are those able to grow beyond this steady state 
subsistence level, however slowly, through some competitive advantage, such 
as the innate abilities of the inner family members. 

Given the prevailing market structure, the growth beyond subsistence 
develops from an ability to expand sales at the expense of less able 
competi tors, ultimately allowing. production, sales, revenues, and profits 
to rise. If, at the end of its first time period in operation the family 
has made any profit (where profits = total sales revenues - input material 
replacement costs - family subsistence), this possibly places the enterprise 
in a position to avoid the steady- state SUbsistence trap. The Inner Family 
then faces the problem of what to do with those small profits? The choices 
are risky and, as the enterprise grows, the choices are increasingly complex. 
In the model these choices are presented in Figure 1 as three outflows of 
profits: savings, consumption or increased purchases of input materials. 
In Fiji the initial business strategy of urban Indian informal enterprises 
appears to be to in,crease the material input level which, in conjunction 
with increased use of free inner family labour, raises output. This output 
is then sold and the total revenues and market share, inner. family employment 
and also production experience slowly rise, following the flows in Figure 
1. As a consequence the next time period's profits may also rise and the 
same profit expenditure decision must be faced again. This concentration 
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costs $900, the firm could not expand until the end of the fifth period when 
the machine can be purchased from the $1,000 of accumulated savings. At 
the same time this strategy also prevents increasing employment to family 
members, due to the lack of expansion of production in the enterprise's 
early history, and later due to the use of labour replacing machinery once 
the capital purchase is made. 

In the second numerical example, in Table 2, the adopted strategy 
is to consume all profi ts there~y allowing no expansion whatsoever. As 
a result, neither accumulation nor production expansion can occur. This 
is a dangerous strategy, for although the enterprise can exist in this steady 
state indefinitely, it can do so only if none of the external parameters 
affecting it, such as input costs and market price, remain unchanged. This 
strategy is often adopted for numerous cultural reasons, eSRecially if the 

enterprise shows no early signs of rapid expansion. 

Table 2. All profits to immediate family consumption. 

TIME PERIOD 
(Expenditures and Income per period - $) 

0 2 3 

Subsistence consumption 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 
Input materials costs 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 
Savings (this period) 0 0 0 0 
Accumulated savings 0 0 0 0 
Consumption (above sUbsistence 200 200 200 200 

level) 
Revenues 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,200 
Profits 200 200 200 200 

Table 3 shows the early strategy most likely to lead to growth in 
the model and, therefore, also possibly in the real world itself. In this 
strategy all early profits go to increase input material purchases. This 
strategy (Table 3) has the danger that there are no accumulated reserves 
for unforeseeable events, but it does allow much faster expa'lsion. During 
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On the other hand, a strong desire or convention to employ other 
famii'y labour (e.g., cous --'s, uncles, etc.) may force the unsuitable post
ponement of saving~ fr L", fJ £ofits and, with wages being paid, no substantive 
retained profits may be available at all. Such familial considerations 
can have severe debilitating consequences for the enterprises by forcing 
economically unsuitable enterprise expansion paths. However, as the simpli
fied examples also demonstrate, in some enterprises the reverse will be 
true. Expansion with labour intensive methods will increase total profits 
per period. With the beginning of the hiring of wage labour, due to an 
already complete utilisation of cheaper family labour, the use of profit
financed capital goods (e.g., automatic leather cutting or sewing machinery) 
is far more likely to occur. The capacity of the market to absorb the -enter
prise's potentially greatly increased output will then be critical. 

Assuming the capital purchase is nevertheless made, the enterprise's 
total production now comes from both iabour intensive and relatively capital 
intensive methods (see Figure 1). Up to this point, it has been assumed 
that the enterprise has always been making the same product, one at which 
it is now presumably very efficient through accumulated production experi
ence. There is, in fact, considerable evidence of such learned efficiency, 
and 'learning-bY-doing' in the literature (David J975). It must be 
remembered though that the enterprise is usually in an intensely competitive 
market and to expand further it must almost certainly diversify in some 
way. In this exposition a pursuit of the export market alternative is 
ignored, particularly as the enterprise may still be quite small. For the 
enterprise at this stage then, all of its decisions are crucial, hazardous 
and interrelated. 

The enterprise model, as it stands at the moment, does not deal with 
product and market diversification explicitly but there are several pointers 
within it to the difficulties of diversification. The drive to increase 
production and employ relatives tends to keep the rational enterprise in 
those markets that it entered first and where there is most competition. 
Similarly it is in the~e areas that the enterprise has 'learned-by-doing' 
and is most efficient. In addition, diversification can occur easily only 
when capital is readily available. This implies the need for a very long 
period of accumulation if saving from profit was deferred to allow initial 
expansion; and this will especially be long if both unit profits and total 
profits are low, -as will be the case in such highly competitive markets. 
Diversification possibilities are increased, however, by the increasing 
business sophistication of the proprietary family. This increasing sophis
tication is a vital part of 'learning-by-doing' for Third World entrepre
neurs, including the Pacific, whilst learning-by-doing in the First World 
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usually relates solely to production skills (David 1975). Thus the enter
prise may shift its business methods either gradually, or in discrete jumps, 
if there are organisational thresholds to formality. Thresholds to formality 
could be the need to meet a wage bill on a regular basis, to conform to 
various business laws and even to accommodate the sheer complexity of size 
in a managerial hierarchy. Increased formality will also be induced by 
diversification and, in some cases, may be deliberately introduced.to grasp 
business opportunities. Again the model of the enterprise does not deal 
with this issue explicitly, but the model can be used to indicate where 
it may arise in the enterprise's growth. 

The limitations of the model of the enterprise are in fact, 
essentially in those areas where structural shifts would occur within the 
enterprise . Only limited structural shifts such as moves from family labour 
to wage labour, and from labour intensive methods to capital intensive 
methods can be coped with analytically. Diversification, increasing formal
ity, various types of bUsiness learning, adaptation and threshoids are 
analytically intractable. In these cases computer simulations will be 
required. Allowing for these limitations to the model's scope, attention 
is now turned to an aggregate view of the developing economy. In doing 
so, the enterprise model plays an integral role compared to aggregative 
informal- formal sector models where the individual enterprise i s usually 
ignored. 

Genesis of the formal and informal sectors 

The normal distinctions drawn between the formal and informal sectors 
are static and usually biased towards differences in technology, capital 
and labour force. The distinction drawn here is that it is the goals and 
both the favoured and culturally improved organizational forms of the two 
sets of enterprises that are the essential difference, although the other 
major sectoral differences usually drawn in the literature, notably the 
lack of access to external capital, are also seen as important. As noted 
earlier, formal and informal enterprises may well be competing with, or 
even complementing each other . In historical terms this allows a represent
ation of the informal sector enterprises arising in response to the presence 
of overseas firms. These overseas firms also will initially have been highly 
informal themselves, although well-backed with capital, particularly if 
they were involved in trades such as black-birding or sandalwood cutting. 
In Figure 2 the overseas firms are shown as established and have rapidly 
formalised themselves as soon as a continued colonial presence was thought 
profitable . Depending upon the firm, the colony is seen by them either 
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as a market, or as a source of cheap labour or as a source of raw materials. 
Partly through the overseas firm' 9 example, partly by the firm's creation 
of landless and spatially reorganised labour force, and also partly by the" 
sheer creation of opportunities for business and exploitation, the proto
informal sector will begin to form as a response. The genesis of the proto
informal sector may well be quite rapid, but beyond that early level the 
genesis of a fully-fledged informal sector with an entrepreneurial tradition 
may well take more than one or two centuri~s. 
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Figure 2 Foreign Firms Established as a Formal Presence 

Pacific Island nations reflect this model of the development of the . 
informal sector. The areas in which proto-informal enterprises are almost 
likely to operate are shown in Figure 3, particularly where lack of know
ledge, access and capital prevents these enterprises operating as exporters. 

The term proto-informal is used to imply not only the historical dimension 
of these enterprise's formation, but also that these enterprises are econom
ically isolated from each other. No interaction network has yet arisen 
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between them. The easiest role for these enterprises is to operate to serve 
the newly-created market and sometimes, but usually not at this stage , they 
will be in direct competition with the overseas firms. Instead they will 

supply traditional foodstuffs, materials, and so forth that the formal sector 
ignores. As such they will have the very poorest parts of a newly-forming 
and spatially volatile proletariat as their market. The situation, once 
the proto-informal sector is established, is essentially that of Figure 
3. As stated, there is little interaction within the informal sector, nor 
is there an intermediate informal sector mediating between the formal and 
informal sectors . The production side of the economy is essentially a set 
of unconnected individual entrepreneurial decision units. Given that the 
initial steps had to be taken by overseas firms, it could be argued that 
the subsequent development of the informal sector is also the history of 
economic and urban development in the island Pacific, particularly in Fiji. 
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Figure 3: The Proto-Informal Sector arises as a Response to the Foreign Presence 
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The intermediat,e informal sector 

The successful informal enterprise can be pictured as increasingly 
formal as it grows. The increasing internal formality o'f the enterprise 
is not only a function of its growth, but often the growth is a function 
of the enterprise's capability for encompassing increased formality at 
crucial thresholds. Eventually most enterprises reach a stable size in 
a given market with a corresponding degree of formality. This will also 
depend upon the family situation, type of product, location, and learned 
behaviour. In particular, many smaller enterprises will (have to retain 
a deliberate degree of informality, particularly in lower order urban 
centres, in order to satisfy the needs of their customers or suppliers. 
Exemplifying this is the juice manufacturer who accommodates, not only the 
quantity, quality and regularity needed for overseas orders, but also 

accommodates the indigenous suppliers who, of necessity, are irregular in 
their business methods and in the timing', quantity and quality of fruit 
delivered. In this example, increasing internal formality of the juice 

manufacturer is also accompanied by an increasing external formality on 
the demand side that affects the degree of formality --of the economy as a 
whole. Thus, external informality is the ability to deal informally with 
his informal fruit suppliers. There are, therefore, advantages to both 
formality and informality for the enterprise and a great many enterprises, 

particularly those that have informal origins, combine both attributes. 
They comprise a sector that can be termed the Intermediate Informal Sector. 

The role of external enterprise formality in the economy is now 
considered. The model of the economy presented in Figures 2 and 3 is one 
in which there are only very low levels of system articulation and system 
redundancy. A lack of articulation implies that very few established 
business information links of the type that characterise Western economies 

exist between the separate elements of the economy: they are disconnected. 
Consequently, the element,s often operate in ignorance of needs and oppor
tunities in other parts of the economy and which they otherwise could have 
easily grasped. These links are established as a result of economic trans
actions with the link remaining after the transaction is completed. The 
link is more likely to be maintained (i.e., formalised) if the transactions 
occur regularly and are expected to recur. Subsequent transactions are 
concluded more quickly, efficiently and cheaply through use of the previously 
established link. Although individual informal enterprises may react quickly 
to opportunities ari~ing close to them, they do not have the wide information 
field that allows them to exploit their quick reaction times. Consequently, 
development can be characterised as massive increases in the density of 
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formalised tra~sactions and links. Economic articulation rather than higher 
per capita incomes or economic growth· is the criterion of a developed 
economy . These inter-enterprise formalisms probably determine the formality 
of the economy or sector even more than the internal formality of individual 
enterprises . Redundancy arises from this articulation and it implies that 
no single economic unit of the economy is absolutely vital, be it an enter
prise or otherwise. Thus, if one enterprise fails in its functions the · 
others will be sufficiently articulated to the relevant sections of the 
economy that they will be able to take on those functions. Thus, the exist
ence of the failed enterprise was redundant to the system as a whole, but 
it could survive as long as it was at least as efficient as those that 
could replace it. When this redundancy and articula.tion is firmly estab
lished, then the proto-informal stage of the development of the economy 
can be regarded as over. 

Complementary to the growth of formality and the growth of an inter
mediate formal sector are the schema in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 corres
ponds to an early period of development shortly after the period of Figure 
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Figure 4 An Early Stage in the Growth of the Colonial Economy; Few Local Informal Enterprises. 
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